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The PALGA Foundation was established in 1971. The purpose of the nationwide network and registry of histo- 

and cytopathology in the Netherlands (PALGA Foundation) is to promote communication and the provision of 

information within and between pathology laboratories, and to make the resultant knowledge available to health 

care. 

The PALGA network includes every pathology laboratory in the Netherlands. PALGA contains the results of 

every single pathology test: malignancies, benign disorders, as well as the results of tests in which no 

abnormalities were found. The PALGA network enables the best possible use to be made of data that are 

recorded in the laboratory. 

The data in the central system forms the basis for the national cancer registry. It is indispensable for the 

evaluation and monitoring of population screening programs, it supports patient care, and it can be used for the 

purposes of scientific research. PALGA facilitates the fast, effective and economical use of pathology data from 

all Dutch pathology laboratories. 

PALGA is subsidized by the Dutch Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport.   

Public pathology database 

In the Netherlands, all pathology results are digitally archived in the nationwide network and registry of histo- 

and cytopathology in the Netherlands (PALGA). This means that all 46 pathology laboratories serving the 

pathology needs of every hospital in the Netherlands are connected to the national infrastructure. Each year, the 

pathology laboratories generate 2 million new test results in the areas of cytology (and population cytology), 

histology and autopsies. At the end of 2017, a total of more than 72 million pathology results from over 12 

million patients had been stored. For many years, pathologists have worked towards the construction of this 

world-class archive, which is unique both in terms of its size and of the nationwide cooperation involved. 

Additional information on the PALGA Foundation can be found on: https://www.palga.nl/en/ 
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